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Sermon for 23
rd

 Sunday 
after Trinity 

 

 

Comfort for the 
Uncomfortable 

The end of the year often brings discussions about the end 
of the world and the Great Day of Judgment.  Often we look 
at the process, or the basis of the judgment, but don't pay to 
close attention to the results and benefits of that day.  Today 
we want to look at the end, but not of the world, the end of 
life.  Everyone dies.  We will all die one day too, but before 
that day, God willing, we will see some of those we love die 
first.  It is hard, and it is painful, and it is frightening.  God 
had an answer for the first Christians to that pain and 
sorrow, and it is the same answer for us.  Our text today 
instructs us to Comfort One Another.  

Text: Revelation 7:9-
10 
 
After this I looked, and 
there before me was a 
great multitude that no one 
could count, from every 
nation, tribe, people and 
language, standing before 
the throne and before the 
Lamb. They were wearing 
white robes and were 
holding palm branches in 
their hands. And they cried 
out in a loud voice: 
 
“Salvation belongs to our 
God, 
who sits on the throne, 
and to the Lamb.” 
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In this life, death is the enemy.  That seems so simple and 
clear that it would hardly seem to need saying, but it does.  
Death is the enemy.  Life, with whatever it brings is life.  
Death is the end of life, as we know it.  We experience little 
pieces of death in illness and aging.  None of us would have 
any problem with life if we did not age or get sick.  All of us 
dislike growing old with creeping disability, and illnesses with 
their weaknesses and pains.  But even those things could be 
more patiently endured if there was no death.  Death is the 
enemy.  

It seems like the end.  In the mind of the world, it is the end.  
The dead do not move.  The dead do not get up again.  They 
cannot tell us what lies beyond.  Death is unnerving and 
sorrowful.  When someone dies, it is all over with them, at 
least in this life’s terms, and we know that death is coming 
for each of us.  

Even worse, death takes away from us the ones that we 
love.  We do not know what they are feeling, or if they 
remember us, or if they can see us.  The parable of the Rich 
man and Lazarus suggests that they continue to be 
concerned about us, but we don’t know if that was a story 
element to make the parable lesson clear, or Jesus was 
describing something that may have actually happened.  
Mankind has invented all sorts of fictions -- they're up above 
watching us; they can hear us when we talk to them. For 
some, the fiction is that death is the end of all consciousness 
for the ones who die.  

But for us who live, it is that stealing away from us of those 
we love that makes death so obnoxious, so painful to see, 
and so frightening and sorrowful.  Almost everybody 
experiences the death of a loved one as not having had the 
opportunity to say those final things we wanted to say.  
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Sometimes we feel guilt because we did something that we 
did not get to apologize for, or we failed to do something that 
they would have appreciated.  For nearly everyone alive, the 
death of one we love is profound grief and sorrow and an 
overwhelming sense of loss.  

Death is the enemy, and when it strikes someone we value 
and love, it hurts terribly.  It hurts so bad that we cannot 
even talk directly about it.  We have all sorts of euphemisms 
to keep from saying the word.  We say they have passed on 
or passed away.  We have lost them.  They are gone.  They 
kicked the bucket, bought the farm, went on ahead, or 
slipped away.  Anything to avoid saying that this person we 
treasure and love has died.  Death is the enemy.  

It is that reality of death, and the horror of the sorrow and 
loss that Paul addresses in our text by the Word of the Lord.  
Death not only takes the life of the one who dies, it robs our 
lives of their joy and meaning when someone we love dies.  
God does not want us to die, nor to experience the death of 
those around us with horror and sorrow beyond our ability to 
endure it.  He wants our lives to have joy and purpose and 
hope, so He has given us a hope in connection with Jesus 
Christ.  

The hope in Jesus is that death is not the end.  Jesus died 
and rose again not just to save us, but also to show us that 
death is not the final word.  He rose from His grave, and so 
will those who are joined to Him through Baptism and in 
faith.  In the last few weeks we have talked about living and 
thinking on the basis of what our faith tells us.  This is the 
most powerful and graphic example of doing just that.  We 
know the Gospel and all that God promises us in Jesus 
Christ, so we know that death is not the end.  
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Those who die in Christ are not lost.  We are out of contact 
with them for a time, but they are not "dead and gone."  If 
our loved ones know Jesus Christ and the promise of the 
Gospel made in connection with His death and resurrection, 
then they are not lost, and that shapes how we feel about 
their falling asleep, the words God has chosen to describe 
the deaths of His faithful people in this world.  Verse 14 of 
our text says, For if we believe that Jesus died and rose 
again, even so God will bring with Him those who have 
fallen asleep in Jesus.  

That passage says that just as surely as Jesus has died for 
us and risen for our salvation, just so surely shall everyone 
who has loved Him and hoped in the power of the 
resurrection also rise from the dead on that great day.  All 
those who have fallen asleep in Jesus -- trusting in Jesus 
and resting their hope in His promises and power, shall rise 
from the grave to new and everlasting life.   

What the text does not say is that those who do not believe, 
who do not know, or who do not care about Jesus will not be 
rising with Jesus to eternal life.  It is this somber truth, mixed 
in with the joyful promise of our text, that makes sharing our 
faith and confessing Christ important, and gives such 
urgency to seeing to it by every means available to us that 
those we love know Jesus and when the end of this life 
comes that they fall asleep in Jesus instead of simply 
dying.  The most important thing in the world for those who 
love Jesus is that the ones so near and dear and precious to 
them will also be with them in eternal life.  

And that long-awaited day of resurrection will be glorious 
beyond imagining.  For this we say to you by the word of 
the Lord, that we who are alive, and remain until the 
coming of the Lord, shall not precede those who have 
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fallen asleep.  St. Paul is telling us that living until the end of 
the world will not put anyone at an advantage.  There is no 
difference, at least in regards to the resurrection and eternal 
life, between those who are alive when Jesus returns, and 
those who have died in faith.  

For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a 
shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the 
trumpet of God; and the dead in Christ shall rise first.  
Picture it!  There will be a shout -- a loud noise of some sort.  
No one will miss it.  No one will be able to ignore it.  Angelic 
voices will be heard in the skies, just as they were on the 
first Christmas, only more so.  The trumpet of God, the 
sound that will call every man’s attention, will literally 
summon the dead from their graves.  And they will get up, as 
though they had been merely asleep.  Vaults will not hold 
them.  Caskets will not be able to keep them in.  Even 
though they were eaten by wild animals, or cremated, or 
decayed back into mere dust, their bodies shall be re-
assembled -- recreated by God and repaired and outfitted for 
life without end.  Suddenly they will all rise and stand among 
us.  

Scripture states that those who are still alive at that day shall 
also be suddenly and completely transformed.  Age and 
infirmity will drop away like a forgotten napkin.  Broken 
bones will be repaired, failing eyes will suddenly see clearly 
again.  Deaf ears will hear with clarity.  The weak will be 
strong, and the strong will be even stronger than before.  
Perhaps for a fleeting instant we shall recognize the extent 
to which sin and corruption spoiled our best and brightest 
moments and robbed us of what we were originally created 
to be and experience.  
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Then we who are alive and remain shall be caught up 
together with them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the 
air, and thus we shall always be with the Lord.  It is going 
to be like something out of a Science Fiction movie, only 
better.  We who love the Lord and have trusted faithfully in 
His salvation and love until the end shall be swept up into 
the clouds to meet with the Lord in the air, along with all 
those who have gone before us in the faith.  It sounds like a 
special effects wonder, but it will be real, and thrilling, and 
natural seeming to us, and exciting without taint of fear, and 
glorious beyond my ability to imagine or express.  

And everyone of us who has loved the Lord will be there.  
My grandma and grandpa and Mom and Dad.  Your parents, 
and husbands, and wives, and children, and friends, all who 
have trusted in Jesus and then fallen asleep to await this 
heavenly call from the peaceful bed of their graves shall rise 
in that moment and stand among us.  We shall be united in 
joy and fulfillment and in the love of God.   

And not one of us will be missing.  Oh, there will be those 
whom we thought would be there, who will be left standing 
on the ground.  There will be more than a few who are 
surprised to be so firmly anchored to the ground when God’s 
people arise.  They will rise from their graves on that day, for 
sure, but not to everlasting life.  What they rise to, Scripture 
says, will be eternal death always dying and yet never being 
gone, or through the sorrow, pain, grief, and despair.  They 
will discover that God is who He is, and not whom they 
imagined and wanted Him to be.  It will be painfully clear to 
them that God meant what He said, and that His Word is 
true.  Some will be disappointed to find out that though they 
fooled everyone else, maybe even themselves, that God 
was not deceived.  But we will not miss those, or mourn 
them, then.  We will know that all is right and as it should be, 
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and we will have such joy and such glory to occupy us that 
we will not have room for sorrow or grief.  If we know 
anything about them, we will know that those who reject the 
Gospel are, finally, where they belong.  

We have this comfort in Jesus, a comfort filled with hope, 
when our loved ones fall asleep in Jesus.  They are not gone 
for long.  They have not died, but are in the care and 
keeping of our God and they shall rise.  Our Lord urges us, 
through the Apostle Paul, to comfort one another with these 
with these words.  

The first Christians expected Jesus any day.  They thought 
that His promise to return soon meant soon in terms of 
weeks or months.  When it turned into years, and some of 
them began to die, they began to fear that those who died 
had missed the train, that the dead would not have access to 
that eternal life that Jesus promised.  They believed, 
somewhat foolishly, that salvation was only for the living.  
They needed desperately to hear this message, that death 
was going to be no obstacle, and that their loved ones would 
be there on that great day.  

We have grown less expectant of the return of our Lord 
because the delay has been so long.  But He is coming.  
Because we don't expect it so quickly, we are often tempted 
to forget these precious promises, and not find our comfort 
there.  Our grief is often just like anyone else's, but it should 
not be.  The comfort of knowing that He is coming, and the 
wonderful vision of that day which Paul gives us here by the 
command of God can comfort us as we wrestle with our 
fears and sorrows.  Our grief should not be like those who 
have no hope.  

We have a hope.  It is a wonderful hope.  It will not stop us 
from hurting and feeling some sorrow when our loved ones 
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die.  The tears and the sorrow are part of the love we feel.  
That part of the sorrow is good and normal, and even 
healthy.  But our grief is not hopeless.  In the darkest grief, 
we have this comfort, a comfort filled with the hope of 
resurrection, and a reunion in glory, and life everlasting, 
together with our loved ones and with our Lord.  Therefore 
comfort one another with these words.  

 


